
Intelligent warehouse management software 



Thanks to its modular design, storage can be quickly and 
easily integrated into your existing system. Numerous inter-

faces offer the possibility to integrate the system vertically 

and horizontally. As a result, storage covers not only pure 

storage management but also complete care management in 
the ripening cellar. With storage, you can easily carry out 

maintenance orders based on generally applicable rules or 

complex maintenance orders per batch.  

 

With storage as the market leader in cheese cellar lo-
gistics the complete cheese ripening process is digital-

ly recorded and the cheese batches are clearly display-

ed for you. Thanks to intelligent software and net-

worked hardware, storage guarantees seamless docu-
mentation of all process steps - from cheese storage 

to cheese care to cheese removal and shipping. 

Location-independent monitoring for all employees by 
connecting to an IIoT platform for machine and produc-

tion data.  

Traceability of all data for quality control and regulato-

ry inspections through the continuous documentation 

and storage of work steps. 

Independently find the best free storage space in the 

cheese cellar and easily locate the storage loca-

tion.  

Optimal management of the ripening process 

through the generation and monitoring of auto-

matic maintenance orders for cheese care.  
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The internationally proven cheese  

With over 20 years experience  

cellar logistics software 

Automatic care management in the 

By simple process integration 

cheese maturing cellar 



 

"storage provides our customers with continuous, end

-to-end monitoring and control of the storage level in 

the ripening cellar. Automation in the cheese cellar 

means that all processes are monitored end-to-end 

and data is collected, providing interesting insights and 

safer planning for the future." 

DI (FH) Christoph Muxel MBA, Customer Relations 

 

"storage supports me in managing the ripening process 

of our high-quality mountain cheeses in the Bregenzer-

wald cheese cellar. With the help of the automatic 

documentation, the storage process is traceable at all 

times and rigorously minimizes the administrative ef-

fort." 

Ulrich Gärtner, General Manager, Bregenzerwälder Käsekeller  

Care recipes based on cheese age, vari-
ety, production company, etc. can be en-

tered easily on the PC. 
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storage is specially designed, optimized and 
laid out for the workflows in cheese ripening 

centers. Thanks to the permanent, automa-
ted inventory of the storage status, all data 

such as quantity, variety, storage, care, quali-
ty and degree of ripeness of the cheese in 

the ripening cellar are visible and available at 
all times.  
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Scan now and  
convince  
online! 

using the example of a cheese  

Warehouse management software 

With complete recording and documentation 
by storage, fast handling and processing of 

certification audits is guaranteed. Customer-
specific reports can be easily implemented. 

With storage, processes, standards and le-
gal requirements in the cheese-making pro-

cess are adhered to. 

dairy warehouse 
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storage as intelligent cheese cellar 

logistics software enables precise 

warehouse management proces-

ses!  


